
Second character

Requirements

 More augmented than MC

 Elegant

 Leg blades

 Works as polar opposite to MC





Second character rationale 

 To create a good antagonistic character to my piece I am aiming 

to use polar opposites of the main character, e.g. fancy clothes 
rather than street clothes, leg blades rather than arm blades, more 

augmentation etc etc.

 I also intend to hide this characters augmentations with a dress or 

something similar until a fight scene within my animation.



Third character

Requirements

 Less augments

 Mad scientist

 Pipes filled with glowing liquid

 Claw hand

 Perhaps malformed in some way (hunchback or other)





Third character rationale

 To create a mad scientist character I will use classic labcoats mixed 

with more sci fi props.

 This character should seem intimidating while also seeming weak.

 I only this character to be visible for the last few scenes.



Production style.
Happy souls – Stunted animation -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kr7KDCsIws

Animation style seen in things such as the old Scooby doo 

cartoon. Characters move in either really big movements or not at 

all. Uses key poses with small changes such as a hand closing or 

what not.

Crossbreed Priscilla – Frame-by-frame -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qxhMIBOnYbE

Animation style seen in things such as the old Loony toons 

cartoons. Characters move smoothly between actions depending 

on FPS. Very time consuming due to workload.

When you go dark souls with your best mates – 3D animation –

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzJDimvPW1Y

Animation style seen in things such as Toy Story or other Pixar films. 

Characters and backgrounds are modelled to fit brief. Time 

consuming due to model creation and animation.

Dead girl walking [Reprise] – Animatic –

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krLJsEWRSrk

Animation usually used as storyboards for large companies but 

can be used as a full animation by less financially strong studios.
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